An international conference on the road to the Holocaust and other Genocides.
‘Sinatur’, Lyngby, Denmark
26-28 September 2018

Genocides do not happen out of the blue. This extraordinary conference focuses on the period before the Holocaust and the Genocides in Armenia, Cambodia, Iraqi Kurdistan, Rwanda and Bosnia.

What are the lessons learned?
Is the World better prepared today?
In commemoration of civil resistance against Nazi persecution of Danish Jews in October 1943.

Conference fee:
900 DKK or 150 US $
Students: 700 DKK or 120 $

The fee covers 2 x lunch, 2 x dinner, and coffee breaks plus the anthology ‘Pre-Genocide - Warnings and Readiness to Protect’.

Tilmelding/Registration
Send an e-mail to: pre-genocide@humanityinaction.org with your:
• Name
• Address
• E-mail
• Mobile number

Your registration is completed the moment we receive your payment. Remember to state your name and e-mail:

Nordea Bank
Register number: 2040
Account: 6886880802

International payments:
IBAN:
DK6420006886880802
Swift: NDEADKKK

Book now:
Limited number of seats.

Conference hotel
Book Sinatur Hotel directly to ensure our special rate.
Send a mail to Christina Poulsen, cbpo@sinatur.dk

Standard Twin Room:
988 DKK per night
Single room:
808 DKK per night
WEDNESDAY 26 SEPTEMBER

16.30 Registration

17.15 Welcome - Presentation of the conference
   Anders Jerichow, Chair, Humanity In Action, Denmark
   Eva Maria Lassen, Vice Chair, Humanity In Action, Denmark

17.30-18.45 Holocaust and later Genocides: My father’s lesson
   BENT MELCHIOR, Chief Rabbi Emeritus

19.00-20.00 Dinner

20.00-22.00 Pre-Genocide: Germany, Denmark, League of Nations
   ULRICH HERBERT, Professor, University of Freiburg
   Growing Antisemitism of the German state
   BENT BLÜDNIKOW, Historian:
   Small nation facing Nazism
   CECILIE STOKHOLM BANKE, Senior Researcher, Danish Institute for Human
   Rights: Early warning at the international level
   Facilitator: ADAM HOLM, Ph.D. In history & journalist

THURSDAY 27 SEPTEMBER

09.30-12.30 Pre-Holocaust – Three European countries
   KONSTANTY GEBERT, Writer and journalist: Poland
   SELMA LEYDESDORFF, Professor, University of Amsterdam: The Netherlands
   LASZLO CSOSZ, Senior Historian, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum:
   Hungary
   Facilitator: ANDERS JERICHOW

12.30-14.00 Lunch

14.00-17.00 Pre-Genocide: Four cases after the Second World War
   ALEXANDER HINTON, Professor, Rutgers University: Cambodia
   JOOST HILTERMANN, Ph.D., Director, International Crisis Group: Anfal, Iraqi
   Kurdistan
   ASSUMPTA MUGIRANEZA, Social Psychologist, Director, Iriba Centre: Rwanda
   EDINA BECIREVIC, Professor, University of Sarajevo: Bosnia
   Facilitator: ANETTE MARCKER, writer and journalist

18.00-19.00 Dinner

19.30-20.15 A granddaughter’s journey
   RACHEL CEROTTI, author
20.15-22.00  **A musical journey**
HENRIK GOLDSCHMIDT: Piano
HENRIK GOLDSCHMIDT: Obo
ANDERS SINGH: Accordion
IDIL ALPSOY: Vocal

**FRIDAY 28 SEPTEMBER**

International Law Framing Solutions: In Peacetime, During Conflict and After Genocide

09.15-11.15  **In Peace: How can human rights prevent conflict and genocide**
AVRAM de SWAAN, Professor Emeritus, University of Amsterdam:
Societal phenomena that may lead to Genocide
EVA MARIA LASSEN, Senior Researcher, Danish Institute for Human Rights:
Human rights as a peace project
SIMON ADAMS, Executive Director, Global Centre for the Responsibility to Protect:
Responsibility to Protect

11.30-12.30  **Lunch**

12.30-14.30  **During conflict and after genocide**
PETER VEDEL KESSING, Senior Researcher, Danish Institute for Human Rights:
International Rules and Monitoring
FREDERIK HARHOFF, Professor emeritus, University of Southern Denmark:
International Law, Prevention of Future Genocide
Facilitator: SAMUEL RACHLIN, writer and journalist

14.30-15.00  **Coffee break**

15.00-16.00  **International law under attack**
MORTEN KJÆRUM, Director, Raul Wallenberg Institute for Human Rights

16.00-16.30  **Humanity in action, warnings and readiness to protect**
JUDITH GOLDSTEIN, Historian & Founder of Humanity In Action
ANDERS JERICHOW, Senior Correspondent, HIA Denmark

**SATURDAY 29 SEPTEMBER**

Possible excursion to Gilleleje – optional (Dependent on Church Restoration)

09.30-12.00  Bus to Gilleleje